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General Instructions 
1. In cases where choices are provided, students can attend all questions in each section. 

8. Discuss CFG with one example. 

5.) Recite Cook's theorem. 

same. 

2. The minimum number of questions to be attended from the Section/ Part shull remin the nume. 
3. The instruction if any, to attend a minimunumber of questions from each sub sectionI sub purt/ sub division may be ignored. 

X. Define Regular language with suitable example. 

146802 

4. There will be an overall ceiling for each Section/ Purt that is eqivalent to the maximum weightuge of the Section / Part. 

2. List down the Closure properties of regular language. 

Name... 

Answer uny four questions. 
Each question carries 2 weightage, 

Rog. No.... 

Section A 

4 State the uses of Turing decidable language.classes. 

7. Define Multi-tape Turing machine. 
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Maximum 30 Weightayn 

6. Write the language generated by the regular expression ab{a + b) and construct a DFA for the 

(4 x 2 = 8 weightage) 

Turn over 

K 
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0. State and explain CYK algorithm 

Answer any four questions. 
Each question carries 3 weightage. 

With the help of Myhill Norode theorem prove that L la"b| n z 0} is not regular. 

Construet a NFA and DFA for the language over (0, 1), that will aceept all the strings ending with 

M. Mustrate how decidability problem is solved using Turing machine. 

16. 

Seotion B 

Q2.) Explain the post correspondence problem in TOC. 
13. Convert the following epsilon-NFA to NFA. 

14. Discuss DCFL's and their properties. 

2 

l5. Conpare and contrast DFA and NFA. 
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a) Write a note on Equivalence theorem. 

0 

b 

Answer any two questions. 
Each question carries 5 weightage. 

42 

Section C 

b) Minimize the following DEA using equivalence theorem. 
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b 
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(4 x 3 = 12 weightage) 
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with an example the equivalence of LBA and 
17. Explain w 

and Context Sensitive Grammar. 

I8. Outline Chomsky hierarchy of grammar. Give examples for each. 
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(2 % 5= 10 weightage) 
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